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Abstract—SoC design teams embrace new technologies and methodologies that bring clear value. Given this, future infusion of AI into design closure and signoff is inevitable. Predictive AI models help focus the application of last-mile incremental optimizations (sizing, placement, and routing) to achieve timing and noise closure; successful examples range from routing-free crosstalk prediction to timing/power evaluation in early RTI development. Design closure becomes more efficient when “imperfect but fast” ML inferencing is used to filter out potential violations, which can then be passed to golden analysis tools. Learning methods also improve the design process in many ways, ranging from smarter PVT corner selection to predicting the CPU and memory usage of signoff tools. At a higher level, AI will help design teams learn to avoid design trajectories that lead to time-consuming closure and signoff iterations. This talk will provide a broad overview of directions in which AI will inevitably improve the cost and efficiency of signoff in the coming years.

I. INTRODUCTION

SoC design teams always want to get to end goals (i.e., tapeout and volume production) with less resources and schedule. Ideally, this is achieved by a single-pass design flow (with no loops back due to violated specifications or design rules) and minimal design guardbanding. In this talk and invited paper, we motivate why signoff analysis and design closure are inevitable targets for AI/ML, and discuss potential benefits and limitations of AI/ML in these contexts.

Signoff analysis refers to the “golden”, foundry-qualified verifications of physical/geometric, manufacturability, timing, power and reliability attributes. Signoff is the final gatekeeper at the handoff from design to manufacturing. Importantly, product owners— as well as the fabless-foundry business framework— require the use of golden signoff tools at tapeout. In this context, AI/ML seeks to minimize turnaround times and license demand by shifting cost-accuracy tradeoffs, as cartooned in Figure 1. This can be achieved with a variety of mechanisms, such as (i) improved (multi)physics modeling; (ii) learning and extrapolation from data; and (iii) early filtering or triage to distinguish “safe” (not of concern) versus “at-risk” (needing greater attention) elements of the design. We note that multiscale-multiphysics analyses— e.g., thermomechanical stress and reliability analysis of a heterogeneously-integrated module— demand nearly 1000000× speedups over current methods. All of these bring opportunities for AI/ML.

Design closure makes the design safe for signoff analysis: designers do not want loops in their flow due to failed signoff runs. AI/ML, for design closure centers on prediction, especially, of future failure. Here, the core challenge arises from the tension between “range” of lookahead into the future, and accuracy of predictions: What can we predict (e.g., post-route crosstalk noise violations), from what earlier state in the design process (e.g., from the post-physical synthesis netlist), without unacceptable pessimism (which leaves design quality on the table) or optimism (which incurs costly loops in the flow)? A corollary challenge is how to model the behavior of black-box EDA tools that may contain millions of lines of code. Design closure is also about optimization of the design with respect to a given PPA (Performance, Power and Area) objective, while satisfying constraints. AI/ML offers the potential to learn more relevant optimization objectives or more effective metaheuristics (cf. “Learn to Optimize” [27]). As noted in [19], the complexity of design closure is continually exploding, with ever-more modes and corners, physical effects, rules and checks. Thus, AI/ML for design closure always becomes more appealing over time.

Perspectives. Before continuing, we offer the following perspectives. First, improving signoff analysis and design closure brings a virtuous cycle: more accuracy, fewer violations and loops, more design exploration within schedule, better design outcomes, more investment, etc. This is true with AI-driven improvements as well, where an “AI data flywheel” effect also applies [33]. Second, several caveats arise from industry structure and IP considerations. Inability to share data pertaining to technology, design enablement and EDA tool— along with prohibitions of reverse-engineering of (signoff) EDA tools— may slow development of AI/ML for signoff. Third, there are limits to infusion of AI/ML in signoff. Juxtaposing “AI/ML” and “signoff” elicits near-reflexive arguments why these two can never meet in practice. (i) An AI/ML model makes errors in inference, while “signoff” must be golden and error-free, as it underpins the fabless-foundry business relationship. (ii) AI/ML predictions and estimations may not be explainable or easily diagnosable, and may be expensive to improve. This can be a non-starter. (iii) AI/ML models may not generalize or easily transfer to new designs or enablements, both of which evolve rapidly. Despite these limitations, AI/ML techniques are likely to provide substantial value in early alignment toward signoff, i.e., during design implementation and closure.
The following sections give a sampling of AI/ML opportunities in various facets of signoff and design closure, roughly ordered from low-level physics to high-level prediction. Section II addresses PVT corner selection and reduction in signoff. Section III discusses prediction challenges associated with wiring, parasitics, delays and slews, and design rule violations (DRVs). Section IV presents routing-free crosstalk prediction, while Section V discusses prediction of timing and power at the register-transfer level. Section VI touches on the higher-level need for predictions of EDA tool resource usage, and we conclude in Section VII.

II. PVT CORNER SELECTION

In today’s physical design flow, a significant portion of design turnaround time is spent on timing analysis at various process, voltage and temperature (PVT) corners. At final signoff, timing and electrical constraints – as well as power consumption that includes glitch and internal power – must be verified at hundreds of corners, across multiple operational modes. Analyzing more mode-corner combinations within given (compute, license, time) resources is always preferred.\(^1\)

To speed up timing analysis and signoff processes, several machine learning-based approaches have been proposed for corner selection in multi-mode multi-corner timing analysis. It is observed in [23] that timing results for a given path at different corners will have strong correlations due to the physics of chained devices and interconnects. The authors propose use of multivariate linear regression to predict timing at unobserved corners from analysis results at observed corners. The flow in Figure 2 consists of three main steps: (i) subset selection uses greedy deletion to determine which \(n\) corners are most predictive of the remaining \(N-n\) corners, for a fixed value of \(n\); (ii) model training generates optimal model parameters \(W^*\) for each value of \(n\); and (iii) model inference predicts timing at unobserved corners from observed corners using the trained model. It affords greater timing accuracy with low overhead, with accumulated value as the design is iterated and reanalyzed throughout the months-long physical implementation process.

\(^1\)Due to practical limitations such as runtime, memory footprint, license resource, or inability of heuristic optimizers to handle too many constraints, only a few mode-corner combinations may be used in early design stages such as logic synthesis or placement. At the same time, the “accuracy” requirement for timing analysis is relaxed in early design stages, e.g., estimating endpoint arrival times to within one percent is usually sufficient for design stages up to early global routing in the placer.

However, it cannot substitute for the final signoff run that must pass all modes and corners (see Section VI).

More recent works have also addressed the selection and pruning of timing corners. The work of [5] introduces a learning-based framework for predicting circuit path delays at low-voltage corners based on corresponding delays at high voltages. The framework employs a dilated CNN for feature engineering and an ensemble model as the predictor. [39] proposes a dominant corner selection strategy to quickly determine the dominant corner combination, along with machine learning-based models (linear regression, multilayer perceptron network, and random forest) for multi-corner timing prediction. In [7], a learning-based approach is developed to predict path timing for multiple unknown corners at low voltage. It uses long short-term memory (LSTM) to exploit circuit topology correlation with timing and a multigate mixture-of-experts (MMoE) network to capture correlation among all analysis corners.

Two open directions for AI/ML are (i) further improvement of timing corner selection, including in contexts of path-based and SI-aware timing, and “other physics” such as skew corners, temperature inversion, and timing derivatives such as cell internal power; and (ii) generation of a design-specific minimal set of synthetic corners that achieves specified coverage of all corners. The latter can be extended to find synthetic corners that best drive particular SP&R flows to desired outcomes.

III. WIRE PARASITIC AND DELAY PREDICTION

To achieve design closure, timing optimizations are performed throughout the pre-routing stages of logic synthesis, placement, CTS and global routing. During these stages, estimated wire parasitics inform delay and slew estimations, which in turn inform optimization transforms such as remapping, cloning, buffering, sizing and re-placement. For example, logic synthesis may use a wireload model to estimate parasitics, while clock tree synthesis will use Steiner trees and placement will use 3D early global routes.\(^2\) Inevitably, estimated parasitics will differ from the post-detailed routing ground truth values. Such discrepancies cause either pessimistic overdesign (incurring increased power, area, and design cycle time) or optimistic underdesign (incurring failed

\(^2\)The problem of early parasitics, delay and slew estimation has been well-studied, with early works including [22] [16].
IV. ROUTING-FREE CROSSTALK PREDICTION

Due to the coupling capacitance between two adjacent wires of two different nets, the signal switching of one net causes crosstalk noise to the other net. In addition, coupling capacitance induces extra signal propagation delay depending on switching activities of two neighboring nets. Starting from the deep submicron technologies, the crosstalk effect became very significant and must be considered for signal integrity and timing signoff. However, it is very difficult to tell if an early design step may result in significant crosstalk problems until chip routing, where wire adjacency is finally decided. Due to its importance, crosstalk has been considered in cell placement [30] and even in technology mapping [14]. However, all early crosstalk estimation techniques rely on trial routing, which is time consuming. By machine learning, truly routing-free crosstalk prediction can be achieved [28].

Although crosstalk and routing congestion are correlated, crosstalk prediction cannot be simply replaced by congestion prediction. Figure 5 illustrates that crosstalk hotspots can be significantly different from routing congestion hotspots. Crosstalk can be evaluated by coupling capacitance, crosstalk noise and crosstalk induced delay, which are correlated but not the same. The Venn diagram in Figure 6 demonstrates that nets with large coupling capacitance, crosstalk noise and crosstalk-induced delay have overlap but are significantly different.
type, timing information obtained from post-placement timing reports, such as signal slew rate, and placement information, including net HPWL, source-sink distance and RUDY [36], which is a routing congestion indicator. Several machine learning engines are studied and the best results are produced by XGBoost. The data labels are obtained by performing a commercial signal integrity analysis tool on IWLS05 benchmarks [3] with ASAP7 cell library [12]. The results show that the XGBoost-based prediction achieves AUROC (Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic curve) 0.99 for all of coupling capacitance, crosstalk noise and crosstalk-induced delay hotspot identification. Feature importance analysis based on XGBoost reveals that the most important features are products between HPWL and RUDY of large nets.

V. RTL TIMING AND POWER PREDICTION

RTL (Register Transfer Level) design is a common entry for many digital IC design flows and is usually described by HDL (Hardware Description Language) such as Verilog and VHDL. Decisions in RTL include design choices, e.g., FIFO depth, and description styles, e.g., blocking assignments vs. non-blocking assignments. These decisions may cause a large impact on timing and power signoff. Figure 7 shows that different Verilog descriptions for the same design lead to different timing slack and power after placement. One issue is that the impact is usually not clear until late design stages, e.g., cell placement. Moreover, the impact depends on EDA tool parameter settings. In Figure 7, one dot corresponds to one logic synthesis parameter setting and the best setting is not known a priori. In order to assess such impacts, one needs to not only perform a flow through late design stages but also run it many times with various parameter settings. Since a design flow through placement for a sizeable circuit can easily take hours of CPU time, the overall assessment with hundreds of parameter settings may take 1-2 weeks. In [38], it is reported that the logic synthesis of a $32 \times 32$ systolic array with floating point operations takes a day.

Recently, an industrial tool [34] reduces layout-aware RTL PPA assessment time to several hours by parallel runs of quick design flows. Machine learning-based PPA prediction techniques are investigated in [13]. These techniques take architectural level parameters, such as L1 cache configuration, and logic synthesis parameters as input, and predict post-synthesis PPA results, where the performance is indicated by critical path delays. Multiple ML engines have been investigated and the best results are obtained from neural networks and XGBoost. The dataset are variants of Rocket chip designs [4] using commercial 25nm technology with consideration of different process corners. To effectively train models with a limited number of training data samples, the samples are generated according to Latin Hypercube sampling. Models trained with 150 data samples achieve accuracy of 98% for designs seen in the training dataset. Incremental training with 15 additional data samples provides accuracy of 95% on unseen designs.

Another RTL PPA prediction work is [38], which takes HDL code as input and predicts post-synthesis PPA. The HDL code is first parsed into graph intermediate representation (IR) using Yosys [37]. Model features are collected from paths in the graph. Since the number of paths of a graph is exponential with respect to the number of nodes, the work of [38] samples a subset of paths. The features of each path is fed to a lightweight transformer. The results from all transformers corresponding to the sampled paths are assembled to an MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron), which produces the overall PPA predictions. This work employs a diversified set of data, including RISC-V cores, CNN cores, FFT, AES, etc. In addition, GAN is used to enrich the dataset. The synthesis in data generation is performed using a commercial tool with the 15nm FreePDK library [31]. The proposed models are hundreds times faster than performing logic synthesis with root relative square errors of around 0.5. For a BOOM core design [8], they reduce design space exploration time from 45 days to 2.1 hours. The path-based approach has an advantage that it can identify timing critical path besides the overall PPA assessment.

Fig. 7. Impact on post-placement timing and power from different Verilog descriptions for an AES core design with different synthesis parameter settings [35].

Fig. 8. Prediction of timing-power tradeoff curve [35].
Machine learning-based prediction of RTL timing, power and their tradeoffs is studied in [35]. This framework also starts with HDL descriptions. It first parses an HDL code into an AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) using an off-the-shelf tool, and then converts the AST into a graph representation similar to data and control flow graphs, where machine learning model features are extracted. Unlike other techniques, which predict post-synthesis results, it predicts post-placement timing and power, which are generally more accurate than synthesis results as layout information is additionally considered. Another difference is that its timing metric is Total Negative Slacks (TNS), which is more commonly used for signoff than path delays. This work includes two prediction problem formulations. In the first formulation, synthesis and placement parameters are taken as features besides the graph features and predicts the TNS and power for a specific tool parameter setting corresponding to a single dot in Figure 7. The second formulation predicts the overall TNS-power tradeoff for different parameter settings without including tool parameters in the model features. The tradeoff is described by a regression function empirically chosen to be

$$y = \alpha \ln(x - \beta) + \gamma$$

where $x$ denotes dynamic power and $y$ represents TNS. The values of coefficients $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are the machine learning model outputs. Figure 8 shows an example of such prediction for a case with 180K gates. Please note the tradeoff curve is to indicate a general trend instead of an accurate estimation and such indications are usually good enough for RTL design assessments. Multiple ML engines are evaluated in this work and the best results are based on XGBoost. For IWLS 2005 benchmarks [3] with 45nm technology, the XGBoost-based technique achieves 0.95 correlation and 0.0098 root mean square error compared to post-placement timing and power analysis by a commercial tool. It is eight orders of magnitude faster than running a commercial synthesis and placement flow due to the fact that the overall circuit timing and power can be captured without trying different tool parameters. One application scenario of this technique is quick feedback to HDL coding styles. For example, in Figure 9 left, the two dashed curves show the different timing-power tradeoffs of two different coding styles. While the blue one emphasizes more on low power, the orange one allows higher performance. The prediction shown on right correctly reflects this trend and can provide the feedback to designers almost instantaneously.

A recent work of RTL timing prediction is [29]. It starts from HDL code, extracts AST, which is converted to graph-based intermediate representations. It predicts post-synthesis delay and slew of major components, such as adders, as well as the arrival time at flip-flops. The consideration of signal slew rate is a main difference from other RTL timing prediction techniques. Another difference is its focus on a graph neural network (GNN) approach, although GNN-based techniques have been studied in [38], [35] as well. Different from the other techniques, where data are obtained using commercial tools, the data of this work are all generated by open-source tools, such as Yosys [37] and OpenSTA [2]. Compared to post-synthesis timing analysis results, it obtains 0.82 correlation with three orders of magnitude speedup. A comparison among the four RTL prediction methods is provided in Table I.

### VI. EDA TOOL RESOURCE USAGE PREDICTION

Recall from Section I that design closure and signoff will improve if they can use less resources and schedule. A surprisingly valuable lever is the modeling and prediction of EDA tool resource usage: cores, cache, main memory, bandwidth to filers, etc. Accurate modeling enables jobs to be launched on the right-sized hardware, conserving resources without sacrificing project schedule or risk. Such modeling is non-trivial: (i) there is a diversity of compute and storage requirements across EDA tools (e.g., contrast front-end functional simulation and formal verification, or back-end P&R, physical verification and timing signoff) [6], and (ii) the existence of other running jobs, along with data and scripting dependencies, can greatly affect runtimes. On the other hand, if armed with resource usage models, design organizations can optimize project schedules and provisioning of engineering IT and EDA licenses, with potential savings in the millions of dollars [1].

In the late 1990s, METRICS [15] attempted to address the above challenges with a unified approach to collection, storage and communication of design process data and tool param-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Model Features</th>
<th>Model Predictions</th>
<th>ML Engines</th>
<th>Handling of Tool Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Architecture options, tool parameters</td>
<td>Post-synthesis PPA</td>
<td>XGBoost, NN</td>
<td>Different settings are considered individually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>RTL paths</td>
<td>Post-synthesis PPA</td>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>A fixed tool parameter setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>AST-based graph</td>
<td>Post-placement timing-power tradeoff</td>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>Concurrent consideration of multiple settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>AST-based graph</td>
<td>Post-synthesis delay, slew &amp; AT</td>
<td>GNN</td>
<td>A fixed tool parameter setting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT RTL TIMING/POWER AREA PREDICTION TECHNIQUES.
eters. The goal was to record all tool activities and design attributes, so as to enable data mining and prediction of tool outcomes and tool-specific “sweet spots” (i.e., fields of use). Follow-on work [24] developed a data mining-based predictor of placer runtime that achieved a correlation coefficient of 0.82. METRICS 2.0 [17] updated the METRICS scope (e.g., to handle the multiplicity of PVT corners, clocks, and threshold voltages seen in modern designs) and system architecture (e.g., to leverage a MongoDB database [40]) while retaining the focus on tool and design-specific metrics.

More recently, [18] has proposed a graph convolution network (GCN) based model to predict EDA tool runtimes. The authors of [18] also outline an approach for deploying multiple EDA jobs on the cloud to minimize deployment costs while meeting deadline constraints. Figure 10 shows the architecture of the proposed model. Depending on the task, the model accepts either an RTL netlist for place-and-route runtime prediction, or an And-Inverter Graph (AIG) for synthesis runtime prediction. The model generates embeddings through two GCN layers and transforms these embeddings into predictions using a fully-connected neural layer [18]. Leveraging these predicted runtimes, speedup gains are derived based on the utilization of varying numbers of virtual CPUs (vCPUs). A multi-choice knapsack problem is solved to select an optimal number of vCPUs to run the EDA job, such that deployment cost is minimized and the deadline is met. The authors of [18] show that their model can achieve a prediction accuracy of 87% and a deployment cost reduction of 35.29%.

![Fig. 10. The GNN-based runtime prediction model of [18]. Figure reproduced from [18].](image)

AI/ML techniques, in spite of their approximate nature, can provide substantial values to design signoff through design predictions for early alignment with design specifications. Such design predictions can avoid both excessive design iterations and overly pessimistic design margins. This paper showcases several AI/ML applications in this regard, including PVT corner selection, wire parasitic and delay prediction, routing-free crosstalk prediction, and RTL timing/power prediction. Besides design predictions, AI/ML helps efficient management of EDA tool resource usage, which is a key factor in design signoff but which has long been manually handled.

While significant progress has been achieved in leveraging AI/ML techniques for expediting design closure, there remains ample room for further improvement. Most AI/ML-based design prediction techniques have demonstrated considerable speedup compared to performing actual design flows. However, the integration of these techniques with design flows has not yet been well-studied. How should an optimization tool incorporate design predictions within an improved, iterative process? Will the incorporation lead to higher-quality correct-by-construction designs – or, alternatively, can restrictions of the design space (cf. the much simpler nature of signoff in FPGA or regular fabrics [32]) make it easier for AI/ML to improve signoff and design closure? How much will the incorporation of AI/ML-based design predictions within a design flow change the nature of the flow that is being predicted [21]? These are a few samples of important problems that deserve careful studies. Above all, the impact of AI/ML techniques on overall design closure instead of individual steps needs to be systematically evaluated.

**VIII. Conclusions**

AI/ML techniques, in spite of their approximate nature, can provide substantial values to design signoff through design predictions for early alignment with design specifications. Such design predictions can avoid both excessive design iterations and overly pessimistic design margins. This paper showcases several AI/ML applications in this regard, including PVT corner selection, wire parasitic and delay prediction, routing-free crosstalk prediction, and RTL timing/power prediction. Besides design predictions, AI/ML helps efficient management of EDA tool resource usage, which is a key factor in design signoff but which has long been manually handled.

While significant progress has been achieved in leveraging AI/ML techniques for expediting design closure, there remains ample room for further improvement. Most AI/ML-based design prediction techniques have demonstrated considerable speedup compared to performing actual design flows. However, the integration of these techniques with design flows has not yet been well-studied. How should an optimization tool incorporate design predictions within an improved, iterative process? Will the incorporation lead to higher-quality correct-by-construction designs – or, alternatively, can restrictions of the design space (cf. the much simpler nature of signoff in FPGA or regular fabrics [32]) make it easier for AI/ML to improve signoff and design closure? How much will the incorporation of AI/ML-based design predictions within a design flow change the nature of the flow that is being predicted [21]? These are a few samples of important problems that deserve careful studies. Above all, the impact of AI/ML techniques on overall design closure instead of individual steps needs to be systematically evaluated.
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3This becomes a problem of (i) finding a robust packing of jobs into servers based on runtime and memory predictions, while (ii) ordering jobs based on likelihood that they will expose violations that requires design iteration.
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